
Commercein a Worldwide
Network

“It is not by augmenting the capital of the country, but by rendering a greater
part of that capital active and productive than would otherwise be so, that the
mostjudicious operations of banking can increase the industry of the country.”

— Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations

Essential Question: How did the expansion of European commerce
accelerate the growth of a worldwide economic network in early modern
Europe?

The Emergence of a Market Economy
Modern Europe began to emerge around 1500 with the expansion oftrade and
colonization. During the 17th and 18th centuries, life for ordinary Europeans
changed even more dramatically because of the Commercial Revolution,
a period of unprecedented expansion of commerce andtrade. The seeds for
this were originally sown by a desire for silks and spices from Asia, which
drove advancesin shipping and exploration during the 15th and 16th centuries.
Countries bordering the Atlantic Ocean took advantage oftheir port cities to
conduct trade that sent them around the southern tip of Africa to Asia and
across the Atlantic to the Americas. The nations that prospered most during
this period were those that established coloniesin these far-flung regions.

Greater Prosperity

Colonies provided new opportunities for trade. They were a source ofprecious
metals, raw materials, and agricultural products. They also provided markets
for Europe’s finished goods. This new system ofcommerceallowed businesses
to thrive in the 17th and 18th centuries. Institutions such as charter companies,
insurance companies, and national banks evolved to provide investment capital
and spread the risks inherent in overseas trade. Governments passed laws to
regulate trade, protect property rights, and managetaxation.

Over a remarkably short time, economies shifted from a feudal model of
traditional farming to a system driven by wages and consumer demand. The
more demand for products grew, the more quickly technology advancedto
supply that demand.This, in turn, fed further consumption as goods became
cheaper, moreplentiful, and moreeasily transported.
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The physical and material well-being of Europeansroseto a level never

before seen, but these changes cameat a price. As European nations competed

to conquer and colonize, they cameinto conflict with native populations and

with one another. The transatlantic slave trade resulted in the deaths and

dislocation of millions of Africans. Europe became more sharply divided

between the wealthier Atlantic nations engaged in overseas trade and the

moretraditional central and eastern European nations that had less economic

growth. Despite these challenges, the European Commercial Revolution laid

the groundworkfor the Industrial Revolution and modern society.

Mercantilism and Colonies

Europe dominated the worldwide economic network, beginning with its

voyagesof discovery in the 16th century and continuing on through the 19th

century. Two majorfactors enabledit to do so: mercantilism and colonization.

Mercantilism From the 15th through the 18th centuries, European

nations believed that their economic growth and well-being were best served

by following a policy of mercantilism, which limited imports by using tariffs

and taxes on foreign products and maximized exports by forcing its colonies

to trade only with the ruling nation. (For more about mercantilism, see Chapter

3 and Chapter 7.) Such policies broughta positive balance of trade and thus

boosted monetary reserves, the accumulation ofgold andsilverin the treasury.

The increase in reserves enabled a country to pay for a strong military. The

goal wasto exploit the cheap labor and raw materials from coloniesin orderto

secure advantages overrival nations.

Colonization Mercantilism drove European nations to colonize large

swaths of the globe. Colonization permitted nations to increase their power

by inhabiting new territories—or by gaining political or economic control—

usually through force. In general, colonial empires were established through

settlements in the New World andthrough trading empires in Asia and Africa.

England, Spain, and France had both settlements and trading empires. Five

colonial powers(identified below by their present names) divided the world:

e Portugal claimed Brazil.

° Spain claimed Latin America (other than Brazil) and the Philippines.

+ Netherlands claimed parts of Indonesia.

+ France claimed parts of Canada andthe central part of what is today

the U.S.

England claimedparts of eastern North America, eastern Australia, and

New Zealand.

All five claimedislands in the Caribbean.

+» Russia did not colonize, but it did expandits borders significantly from

Eastern Europe across to the Pacific Ocean.
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Colonies in Latin America were mined for vast amounts ofsilver and gold.

Those in Canada and whatis now the northern United States were a source of

timber, fish, and furs. Colonies in the Caribbean and whatis now the southern
United States provided plantation crops such assugar, rice, and cotton. Those

in Asia and Africa supplied silks, teas, spices, and minerals. Everywhere,

native people were used for cheaplaborand used as a market where colonizing

powers couldsell finished goods.

The Transatlantic Slave-Labor System

Asa result of their geographic isolation, native peoples in the Americas had

not engaged in the types of exchangesthat had been taking place for centuries

among Europe, Africa, and Asia. One extremely deadly exchange between
Europe and the Americas, however, involved disease and antibodies. Anywhere

the first European explorers landed, native populations without immunities

died off from smallpox, measles, typhus, and other common pathogens. Those

whosurvived were enslaved but were not well suited to the hot, exhausting

laborofplantation farming or mining.
Asthe deaths ofNative Americansincreased, Europeanslooked for a new

source of labor. They turnedto Africa.

From the 15th to the 19th centuries, an estimated 12 million to 15 million
Africans were forcibly transported to the Western Hemisphere. Millions more

Africans died during raids, wars, and the overseas passage. Approximately

5 million Africans were taken to Brazil; another 5 million went to the sugar

plantations of the Caribbean. About 10 percent were transported to North

America. Britain engaged in more slave trade than the other major European
colonial powers,transporting 2 million to 3 million enslaved people in the

18th century alone. However, influenced by the ideals of the Enlightenment,

in 1807 Britain became oneofthe first European states to ban slave trading.

The Middle Passage The Middle Passage was the name given to the

transatlantic slave-trade journey from West Africa to the West Indies. Raiding

parties led by Europeans and Africans captured free people and forced them

into captivity. The slaves were held in dungeons along the Guinea Coast,
sometimes for up to a year, until a ship could carry them to the New World.

While awaiting their fate, the captives were subject to epidemics, physical and

sexual abuse,pirate raids, storms, and raids by hostile tribes.

Once aboard ships, the slaves were packedin rows below decks. Chained

to platforms stacked in tiers, each person had a space about the size of a
coffin: 6 feet long, 16 inches wide, 3 feet high. It was impossible for them to

stand uporturn overin these bunks where they stayed nearly 24 hours a day.

Many grew sick from dysentery and other diseases due to bad sanitation and
hideous fumesfrom lack ofventilation in the hold. Others mutiniedor tried

to commit suicide by jumping overboard or by refusing to eat. If the ship’s

progressstalled due to bad weatheror a lack ofwind, water and foodrations

were cut so much that manyslaves starved. In one case, when water ran low,

the British captain of the slave ship Zong threw 133 slaves overboard to save
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The murderof slaves on the Zong was among the mostinfamousevents ofthe
transatlantic slave trade.

Credit: Shutterstock

the remainder and then filed an insurance claim on his “cargo.” So many

bodies were tossed into the ocean during these journeys that sharks learned
to follow the slave ships.

Triangle Trade Thetrade linking Europe, Africa, and America is known

as the triangle trade because the three parts of the route—from Europe to
Africa, from Africa to the Americas, and from the Americas back to Europe—

traced a triangular shape. From the 16th through the early 19th centuries, the

name became synonymous with a form of colonial commerce that managed

imports and exports to enrich Europeanslave-trading nations.
Trade winds caused European ships to needto sail south before trying to

cross the Atlantic Ocean. This becamethe first leg of history’s most famous

triangular trade route, as traders picked up captives in Africa. On the second

leg of the journey, the ships transported the slaves from Africa to the New
World, where they were sold or traded for the products that other slaves had

produced: sugar, molasses, cotton, rice, indigo, tobacco, hemp, and rum. These

items were then shipped from the Americas back to Europe onthe final leg

of the journey. The raw materials and crops were sold andtheprofits used to
purchase finished goods—suchas cloth, knives, guns, tools, copper, and brass

items—which were sold back to the coloniesortraded in Africa for additional
enslaved people.
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Plantation Economies in the Americas Many European families

practiced primogeniture—the system in which the oldest son inherited

everything. One result wasthat ambitious younger sons left home to become

prosperous. Many emigrated to the Americas andestablished plantations, or
agricultural estates that used mostly slave labor to produce cashcrops. In the

Caribbean, this meant sugar production. Because the production of sugar was

so labor intensive, operating expenses were high. Many plantation owners

believed that working slaves to death was more profitable than providing
humane living conditions. During the 18th century, one-third of newly

imported slaves died within three yearsoftheir arrival.
Plantations helped build family fortunes and dictated social and economic

roles on the islands. Plantation owners controlled the legislature and militia

and even the public calendar, all of which revolved around sugar production.
By the 1830s, Britain acquired additional plantation territories following

the Napoleonic Wars. The increased supply sent sugar prices down. That,

along with reduced demandandincreased anti-slavery sentiment, eventually

weakened the Caribbean plantation economies.

Impact on European Consumers and Markets

The effect of a steady flow of raw materials from trade with the Americas,

India, and Asia changedlife for European consumers. Slave labor kept costs

low. Improved technologies converted these raw materials into plentiful

finished goods. Affordability and abundance led people to desire improved
social status—which they could display by having beautiful furnishings and

clothes andall the latest available conveniences.Thetrade products that most

expanded purchasing opportunities for European consumers were sugar, silks

and other fabrics, tobacco, rum,tea, and coffee.

Sugar Sugar, more than any other product, drove transatlantic trade,

colonialism, and slavery. It was a rare commodity for Europeans before 1492.

But as Britain established Caribbean plantations, it became easily available.

People started to considerit as a necessity. Plantation owners bought provisions

from British manufacturers, so factory owners benefited as well.
Britain protected its sugar growers with mercantilist policies. For example,

the 17th century Navigation Acts protected the monopolyto sell British goods
in the empire. Sugar tariffs helped enrich the British government but were a

source of controversy as they raised consumerprices. The Navigation Acts and

the tariffs were not repealed until the mid-1800s.

Fabrics Britain specialized in cotton and wool production for the masses,

spurring the Industrial Revolution. France had its own textile industry, geared

toward the wealthy. France became Europe’s leading silk producer. Silk had

long been a closely guarded treasure in China until the Silk Road linked
China to the Roman Empire in the 2nd century B.C.E. But it was not until the

Industrial Revolution that weaving silk became morefeasible for the French.

In 1801, Joseph-Marie Jacquard (1752-1834) invented a machine to create

patterned silk textiles for luxury clothing and furnishings.
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Because working conditions

on sugarplantations were
so harsh,the life expectancy
for slaves there was about
10 years shorter than for

slaves working on tobacco
plantations.
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Tobacco Tobacco was originally introduced to Europe by the Spanish,

who learned to smokeit fromNativeAmericans. By the end ofthe 16th century,

tobacco use had spread across Europe. The Spanish and the British originally
grew tobacco in the Caribbean, where it became a key item in the triangle

trade. Later, Spain and Portugal expanded operations into Cuba andBrazil. In

the early 17th century, John Rolfe (1585-1622) planted tobacco in Virginia,

where it became an economic force for colonial development. In 1624, the

Jamestown colony sold 200,000 pounds of tobacco to England. By 1680, the

yearly total was more than 100 timesthat. European governments levied taxes

on tobacco and attempted to maintain trading monopolies throughtariffs.

Rum Britain and France first made rum—a profitable use for. sugar

by-products— in the 17th century on their sugar islands, and European

colonists quickly started drinking it. By the 18th century, British ram makers

sold their product throughout Europe and North America. However, three
developments made Britain’s rumtradeless profitable:

+ the American Revolution

+ competition from Europe and the United States

> the growing tideofanti-slavery sentiment
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At the sametime, rising demandin France’s cities helped Martinique become

a major rum producer.
Rum production led to a second trade triangle: New England merchants

bought molasses from the Caribbean and distilled it into rum. They shipped

the rum to Africa in exchange for slaves, and then they traded the slaves in the

Caribbean for more molasses.

Tea Tea wasfirst imported as a rarity from China in the early 1600s.

However, the use of tea in Britain increased two hundredfold by 1750. The

British government levied a tax on tea that accounted for about 10 percent

of the nation’s annual revenues. British mercantilist policies prevented

competition from the Dutch and the Russiansbut also broughtprotests. In the

American colonies and elsewhere, tea smuggling became widespread to avoid

taxes. In 1773, Britain tried to help the struggling British East India Company
by passing the Tea Act, which allowed the companytosell directly to North

Americarather than warehousingits tea in England. Colonists, however, were

still required to pay a tax on the tea. Their famous tax protest—the Boston Tea

Party—helped spark the American Revolution.

Coffee Coffee was unknown in Europe before the 16th century, until an

Arab pilgrim introduced it to traders. The Dutch were the first Europeans to
enterthe coffee business, with plantations in Sri Lanka, Ceylon, and Java. The

French grew coffee in the Caribbean, and the Spanish and Portuguese grew

it in Central and South America. Following the protests against Britain’s tea

monopolies, coffee became America’s hot beverage of choice.

Agricultural Exchanges and European Nutrition

A host of new foods from the New World becamepart of Europeans’ diets.

While Europeans once had only wheat as a major source of carbohydrates,

after the late 15th century, they had corn, potatoes, and cassava. An acre of
any one of these New World crops yielded twice as many calories as wheat.

Other new foods included avocados, beans, cacao, chilies, papayas, peanuts,

pineapples, pumpkins, squashes, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, and turkeys. This

exchange of crops across the Atlantic and around the world enriched both
Europeandits colonies and provided the following benefits:

° Starvation, which had previously limited Europe’s population growth,
largely disappeared. The productive andplentiful potato crop helped

alleviate the famines that had plagued Europefor centuries. A half-acre

planted with potatoes could feed a family for a year.

+ People's tastes and dietetic diversity expanded, contributing to better

health and longevity.

¢ Europe’s soaring population resulted in greater immigration to the New

World and moreagricultural trade.

+ Old World cropsthrived in the Americas, giving the colonists even

better food choices than their counterparts in Europe.
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Opportunities from Foreign Trade

Colonial expansion and trade fueled economic and social growth in Europe

from the 16th through the 19th centuries. On the import side, Europeanfactories
and industries benefited from the influx of raw materials, and people’s health

improved with new food crops. Cheap labor—whether from slaves or from

indentured servants—helped generate massive fortunes and huge amounts of

taxable wealth. On the export side, mercantilist monopoliesandtariffs secured

ready markets for European finished goods. Europe was growing into an
economic powerhouse.

Worldwide Commercial Rivalries

With European nations engaged in ongoing wars for land and power on the

continent, it was no wonderthat these struggles spilled over in a quest to
control the rest of the world. A combination of military and economicfactors

influenced commercialrivalries in the 18th century:

> the worldwide growth of trade and mercantilism

° the dominance ofEurope’s growing industrial power

° arising need to find markets for machine-made goods

>» areliance on the use ofAfricans to ensure European wealth and
industrialization

> the build-up of the British and French navies to controlthe seas,
resulting in an increase in naval wars

» the declining naval dominanceof Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands

European Sea Powers

Increasingly, European powers jockeyed for powerovertrade between Africa

and the Americas, Whetherships carried human cargo,raw materials,orfinished

goods, they were targets for piracy. This included attacks by privateers, armed
ships licensedto attack other nations’ vessels.

From 1701 to 1763, the greatest ofthese navalrivalries was between Britain

and France. By establishing colonial settlements andtrade outposts, they vied

for control—eitherdirectly or by controlling trade—in North Americaand the
Caribbean, as well as in Africa, India, and Asia.

Rivalries in the East Indies

With the land routes connecting Europe with India and East Asia long
controlled by the Ottomans, European powers turned to the sea. During the

15th and 16th centuries, Spain and Portugal were rivals in colonizing and

exploiting the resources around the world. The Spanish ruled Mexico, most

of South America, parts of Africa, and the Philippines. The Portuguese ruled
Brazil, parts ofAfrica, and key ports in India and China.
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The Dutch In the 17th century, the Dutch Republic rose to power with

a strong fleet of ships andthe creation of the Dutch East India Company,

knownby its Dutch initials as the VOC. The VOCsold shares to stockholders

and was considered the first transnational corporation. Through series of
confrontations with the Portuguese, the VOCestablished a principle offreedom

of the seas for trade. They instituted a trading monopoly in the Indonesian

archipelago as well as in hundreds of other places. However, by 1799, the

VOChad collapsed, in part because of competition from a strong British fleet.

The British During the 18th century, the British established their own

East India Companyto trade with India, which at that time was the world’s

leading produceroftextiles and spices.Acombination oftaxation, control ofthe
local textile and shipbuilding industries, and trade restrictions helped Britain

support its own industrial and economic growth, but the British presence in

India devastated that country’s economy and autonomy.

The Costs of Wealth

Throughout this period of history, Europe’s commercial dominance grew

because of humancapital and rapid advances in technology. Humancapital

refers to the skills and resources of people and groupsin a society. Europe’s

commercial success accelerated the growth ofa worldwide economicnetwork.

However, growth came at a steep human cost for native peoples. :

 

Dutch-made coins used in the East Indies included Arabic writing because of the strong influence of

Islam in the region.

Credit: Getty Images
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Labor and Trade Freed from Traditional Restrictions

Nowhere did commercial changes occur as dramatically as in Britain. What
enabled Britain to develop a market economy and a high level of prosperity?
Britain enjoyed a combination offactors that created self-sustaining growth
for the first time in history. Self-sustaining growth is an economic cycle in

which a nation produces products that then drive more economic activity. One
example involves Britain’s woolens market.

Textiles Britain’s wool was by far the finest in Europe. The high quality

of the woolwasthanks to excellent grazing landsthat resulted in long, healthy
fleeces on the sheep. British wool was so superiorthat mostof its competitors

on the continent dropped out of business. The more that Europeans desired

British wool, the more woolthe country produced.

People moved capital to where they could make a profit. Farmers

specialized in raising sheep or producing wool. Merchants bought the wool,
and spinners woveit into thread. Weavers used loomsto join the threads into

bolts of fabric. Dyers added color and patterns to the fabric. Seamstresses

turned the bolts of woolen cloth into garments. Warehouse workers stored
clothes and fabrics warehouses. Clerks and agents provided insurance for all
the good and buildings.

At every stage of the textile industry, these newly created jobs paid

relatively high wages, leading to a money-based economy.This step toward
prosperity wasall based on well-fed sheep.
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Market-Driven Wages and Prices During medieval times and through

the mid-16th century, most people lived and worked on farms. Their output
sustained only their families and local communities. Cities remained small,

and money wasa rare commodity for three reasons:

» limited availability of gold and silver for coinage

+ limited economic growth because countries were fighting costly wars

» limited productivity because everything was made by hand

Workers’ Wages Workers were forced to join guilds, or associations of
craftsmen that controlled certain industries. The guilds kept production low

so prices would remain high. High prices did not translate into high wages,

however. The guild system benefited wealthy merchants but did not generate a

good standard ofliving for ordinary laborers.
Britain’s woolensindustry changed this model by paying wagesdirectly to

workers. Being paid wages by the pieces produced gave workers an incentive
to increase productivity. The more pieces they produced,often in their homes

in cottage industries, the more money they made. No longer working as

subsistence farmers, people used their wages to purchase food and household

goods. These changes created more new, specialized jobs—often in fast-
growing cities—where urban laborers also earned and spent wages. London’s

population grew from 50,000 in 1500 to 1 million in 1800. Workers in London

earned three times as much as workers in Viennaor Florence, cities that had

not experienced a switch to wage-basedjobs.

Le Chapelier Law Duringthe period whenBritain’s industrial economy

was booming, places such as France and the Germanstates remainedrelatively
agrarian as a result of their unstable governments. Consequently, industry and

workers in those countries did not benefit to the extent that those in Britain

did. At the start of the French Revolution, the National Assembly passed the

Le Chapelier Law (1791), banning guilds or any similar gathering ofcitizens

in the same trade (such as unions) and declaring free enterprise as the new
norm in France. It also bannedtheright to strike on the belief that workers

should not demand wageincreases during a timeof national crisis. The law

was overturned in 1864, and the rights to strike and associate were restored.

The Agricultural Revolution

In Britain, fewer and fewer people worked on farms because they were

migrating to cities. Yet, farm output nearly tripled between 1500 and 1700.

In 1500, one farmer could feed approximately 1.4 people. By 1700, one

farmercould feed 3.0 people. Other countries in Europe needed twice as many
farmersto feed a comparable population. One reason for Britain’s success was

the climate. Atmospheric patterns change in the-17th century, so the weather

became drier and warmer.
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But Britain also utilized science and technology—the cornerstones

of Enlightenment thinking. For example, scientific breeding of livestock

improved agricultural production, as British farmers practiced the selective
breeding of beef cattle and sheep.

Mixed Farming The British began using a mixed farming system.

Mostcropspull nutrients out of the soil, so fields weretraditionally allowed
to recover by lying fallow—orunused. Scientists discovered that crops such

as turnips,alfalfa, or clover would restore depleted nitrogen to the soil. These

crops also made excellent grazing for Britain’s famous sheep. As the animals

grazed, they deposited manure, which further enhanced the soil. When the

manure and cover crops were tilled under, fields that used to have to rest

became moreproductivethan ever.

marea  
The Dishley breed of ship was one ofthe breeds developed using the techniques
of scientific breeding.

Credit: Getty Images

The Dutchoriginally discovered this mixed farming method. TheBritish,

out of necessity, utilized it most extensively. With so many people leaving the
countryside to take urban jobs, the remaining farmers had to use all the tools at

their disposal to create enough food to feed a growing population.

Enclosure Movement Another change to farming was the enclosure
movement—aseries of laws allowing for the sale of public lands, including

the public lands known as the commons, which were often purchased by

large landowners. Small fields were consolidated into larger landholdings

surrounded by hedges or fences (see Chapter 4). The enclosure movement
contributed to a growing population of landless peasants. Some worked on the

newlarger farms, while many others migrated to towns and cities in search of

work. Whether by choice or by force, more and more small farmers sold out

to prosperous independent yeoman farmers, who hadsufficient resourcesto
put into food production. This led to moreefficient and profitable farms with

professional managers to keep up with the latest developments.
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Advances in Farm Machinery Until the early 18th century, all farm

tasks—fromtilling the soil to sowing seeds to harvesting crops—were done by

handusing people and animals. That began to changeas British farmers met

the challenges of providing food for domestic consumption and for exports to
other nations. The Age of Enlightenment once again inspired technological

solutions:

* In 1701, Jethro Tull invented a seed drill and mechanical hoe. The

seed drill metered out the seedsin straight lines and then covered
them with dirt. The mechanical horse-drawn hoe removed weeds from

between the seed rows.

° In 1730, Joseph Foljambecreated a cast iron plow basedonearlier
Chinese and Dutch designs. Soon Foljambe’s plows were being

fashioned by blacksmiths throughout Europe and North America. The

smiths used interchangeable parts and standard patterns.

> In 1784, Andrew Meikle invented the thresher—a machinethat

separated grains from plants.

National Markets Because farmers no longer supplied only their families

and immediate communities, agricultural products needed to be transported

to and sold in cities, spurring an entirely new realm of economic activity
involving merchants, middlemen, transporters, lines of credit, insurance, and

banks. New legislation addressed weights and measures and ways to prevent

price fixing.
Britain also eliminated internal tariffs, customs barriers, and feudal

tolls, which gave it Europe’s largest and best-organized market system.

+ Internaltariffs were taxes on itemsor properties sold within the

country. These hurt the average person by raising the price of essential
goods. Eliminating internal taxes loweredprices and gave people more

moneyto spend. In France, finance minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert

(1619-1683) reducedinternaltariffs as part of his mercantilist policies

to decrease France’s debt andrevitalize its industries (see Chapter7).

+ Customs barriers were measures designed to protect British trade. One

example was the external tariff on French wines. This tariff made
importing wine very expensive, which is one reason the British became

beer brewers and whisky distillers.

° Feudaltolls were fees imposed by medieval robber barons. Thesetolls

were collected muchastolls are today—at stations where merchants
or other people neededto use a road, bridge,orriver. Oncecities

demanded moreagricultural products, the governmenteliminated
these feudaltolls. Instead, governments began their owntransportation

projects.
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Transportation and Land Conversions To provide better infrastructure
for commerce, the British borrowed several kinds of technology from the
Dutch, who had developed these technologies after working with flooded
lowlands for centuries. The following ideas improved British transportation
and land usage:

> Between 1500 and 1700, the British expanded inland waterways

through a canal system andtripled the numberofusable roadways,

helping moveproducts to market moreefficiently.

° Britain drained andreclaimed lands to make themarable for farming,

adding from 10 to 30 percent additional farmland.

They created water meadows,orfields of grass nearrivers. Using

plannedirrigation, they could periodically flood the meadows. The

river nutrients improvedthe grasses. This allowed farmers to move

animals onto these pastures earlier in the spring. As a result, the animals
produced more meat, milk, and hides. The manure from the pastured

animals then improvedthe summergrasses, which were cut to make
hay for winter feeding.

The Cottage Industry System

Before the widespread growth of factories during the Industrial Revolution,

the main production system in the 17th andfirst half of the 18th centuries in
Western Europewascalled the cottage industry system. Merchants employed
people such as spinners and weavers to work from home making finished
products, and the workers were paid on a piecebasis. Historianscall this time

period proto-industrialization. The prefix proto means“first” or “original.”

The system wasthe earliest example ofindustrialization in Europe.
The advantages for the workers were that they could remainin their rural

villages while bringing in wages. They needed no investment otherthan their

owntime and labor. Forthefirst time, women andchildren earned money on a

widespread basis, and rural economies prospered.

The advantages for the merchants were lower wage costs and greater
efficiencies because workers specializedin the tasks they did best. Merchants
could now sell finished goods at higher prices than they had been able to
charge for raw wool.

New Financial Practices and Institutions

In 1700, industry was rarity. However, growing demand drove innovation.

New technologies allowed investors to move production out of cottages and
into mills and factories.

In particular, the burgeoning cottontextile industry grew rapidly, making
use of several new inventions. During the mid-18th century, entrepreneurs thus

began processing textiles in factories, which werefirst run by water-powered
machines.
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Spinning jenny James Hargreaves Spun multiple spools of thread

1765 simultaneously

Water frame Richard Arkwright Used water powerto drive spinning

1769 wheels

Spinning mule, Samuel Crompton Multiple-spindle spinning machine;

1779 enabled a single worker to operate
more than 1,000 spindles at the same

BE time \

Cotton gin Eli Whitney Separated cottonfibers from seeds

1793
 

    
Otherindustries spurred even more inventions. Steam engines powered

machinery for extracting coal from the mines and crushing iron ore. Across

England, industrial centers sprang up, specializing in textiles, mining, knives

and tools, toys and nails, hats, stockings, and shipbuilding. All these goods

hadto be transported and marketed. As more opportunities emerged, the need

arosefor financial supports, such as business legislation, insurance, and banks.

Property Rights and Protections During the Glorious Revolution of
1688, the government committedto protecting and preserving private property.

With this assurance,the elites felt confident that they could own land, addtoit,

or make improvements on it without risking having it confiscated. This meant

that they had an incentive to find new waysto profit from that land, which was

anotherfactor driving economic growth.
With a representative Parliament, Britain’s wealthy class shared power

with the monarch. The Glorious Revolution had created an economic

aristocracy made up of both landed nobles and the commercial class. Unlike
the French aristocracy, these British aristocrats invested in commercial and

industrial ventures. They were thus willing to tax themselves and fund public

works if those choices meant they could somehowprofit. Profiting would thus

result from cheapertransportation costs due to better roadsor a stronger navy

that protected shipping lanes during the import and export of their wares.
Britain’s financial andpoliticalstability stood in direct contrast to France’s.

France had no viable national parliament, and taxes often went to subsidize

the luxuriouslifestyle of the king. Stability was an important factor that gave
Britain economic advantages and a head start during the Commercial and

Industrial Revolutions.

Insurance Property insurance—especially fire insurance in an era of
wooden buildings—was integral to economic success. Insurance offered

security to entrepreneurs and encouraged them to accumulate wealth in the

form of factories and inventories. In an era of extensive maritime trade,

insurance also offered security to merchants engaged in commercial shipping.

Joint-stock companies issued insurance in case of damageto shipments.
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However, the insurance industry itself also provided investment
opportunities. Private investors insured other people’s businesses in exchange
for premium payments. As long as the premiumswerelarger than the payouts,
the insurers made money. This required them to develop special skills to assess

risks and price their products. One ofthe earliest insurers was Lloyd’s of

London, foundedin 1688. It remainsstill one of the world’s largest and most
respected insurance companies.

Turning Private Savings into Venture Capital Prior to the start of the
Industrial Revolution, most major business transactions were conducted in
gold or silver. Copper was used for smaller daily commerce. When people

neededa business loan, they turned to merchants or family members, because

a more organized system for investment capital had not yet been required.

Before 1750, banking in Britain was limited to three tiers ofinstitutions:

> The Bank of England: founded in 1694 by King William III to fund war
costs, based on the Dutch model in Amsterdam, the banking capital of

the 17th century

¢ Approximately 30 private banks: mainly used by merchants and
industrialists

+ Approximately 12 county banks: servedlocal areas

However, as commerce boomed,entrepreneurs neededloans to build mills
and factories and also to meet short-term operating expenses, such as payroll.

Private industrialists and the British government needed loans to expandthe

infrastructure of roads, railways, and canals. Merchants needed a place to

deposit their profits. Specialty banks arose to serve various industries. These

banks made money by keeping cash reserves on hand from the deposits and
then lending the moneyoutat a certain rate ofinterest. This ready availability

of capital fueled expansion because now there was moneyto get businesses
up and running.

Bank of England The Bank of England became the model for modern

banking. From 1688 to 1946,it was privately owned by stockholders.Its original

mission was to gather enough subscriptions from wealthy investors that the
cash-poor government could borrow £1.2 million at 8 percentinterest, with a

service charge of £4000 peryear. Half of this loan wentto rebuild the British

navy following a major defeat by France at the Battle ofBeachy Headin 1690.

Because the British developed this financial resource, the nation
experienced several advantages:

¢ The navy quadrupled in size and positioned Great Britain to become a

world power and empire during the 18th and 19th centuries.

> Theresulting industries—ironworks and agriculture to feed the
sailors—drove increased economic expansion.
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° The bank became a limited-liability corporation that had the sole

right to issue government notes, which wereusedas readily available

paper money securedby either government bondsor gold deposits.
Limited-liability refers to the principle that an investor was not

responsible for a corporation’s debts or otherliabilities beyond the

amountofthe original investment, thus making investmentsafer.

The bank wassuch profitable venture that George Washington remained

a stockholder even during the Revolutionary War. However, the fact that

banknotes were tied to gold reserves meant that growth was limited to the

amount ofgold in the vaults. For this reason, most banks went off the gold

standard in the 1930s.

  

  

 

Diet Europeansexperienced better nutrition thanks to food products
imported from the Americas, Asia, and Africa beginning in the 15th

and 16th centuries.
 

Weather By the early 17th century, the weather became warmeranddrier, and
this, along with new crops,led to improved health and a population

recovery.
 

Demography| Although Europein 1700 wasstill largely rural and somewhat
depopulated from wavesof plague, Britain (and, to a lesser extent,

the Dutch Republic) used trade within Europe and overseas to begin a

Commercial Revolution.
 

Education The growing population became moreliterate and wasinspired by
Enlightenmentideals to manipulate their world throughscientific

discoveries and technological innovation.
 

Machinery After a brief period of proto-industrialization, factories and mines
powered by machines and engines spread rapidly throughout Britain,

generating jobs in urban centers. This Industrial Revolution started

around 1750.

Agriculture Urbanization meantthat the remaining farmers had to become
even moreefficient, leading to the Agricultural Revolution, which

accompanied urbanization and other important changes.
 

Money A money-based economy emerged, and the standardof living—in
Britain especially—improved sothatforthe first time, people used

wagesto purchase food and factory-made consumer goods.

Trade Increasing trade among Europeannations and with overseas colonies

led to increased wealth due to mercantilist policies. The growing
merchant middle class wanted to share powerwith the elites and the

monarchy.

 

 

Colonies Britain’s successesin the colonial phases of the wars of the’ 18th
century expandedits profitable colonial empire and madeBritain the

foremost world power.     
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: HOW DID MODERN SLAVERY BEGIN?

Some ofthe earliest human writings mention slavery, so historians assume

slavery has long been a part of humansociety. But the notion of “modern”

slavery begins with the transatlantic slave trade that becamecentralto the rise

of Europe on the backofAfrican slavery.

How did modern slavery emerge? Priorto the 15th century, those enslaved

were prisoners of war; and among Muslims,this often meant Christians. As a

result, Christians cameto believe they should not enslave each other. However,

when the Portuguese began setting up trading posts along the African coasts,

where the captives were not Christian, their ruler, Prince Henry, saw an

opportunity to weaken the Muslim hold on the slave trade, increase profits

for Portugal, and convert non-Christian Africans to Christianity. Both Africans

and Muslimswere alreadyparticipating in the practice of the slave trade, and

the European presencejust increased the competition and scale.

Howdid Europeans come to dominate the slave trade? By the 19th century,

Europeans used various metrics to prove their superiority to the rest of the

world. In the field of history, G. W. F. Hegel provided a view that became so

powerful, even historians aware ofits limitationsstill fell into a Hegeliantrap.

Hegel used Europeanhistory to demonstrate the phases ofhistoric advancement

ofsocieties. In doing so, Hegel made the Europeanpath to modernity the only

path, and those that were not already on that path, like Africa, were in “the

land of childhood”according to an 1837 lecture. This view allowed “superior”

Europeans to see slavery as Prince Henry did, as a chance to Christianize

and modernize “inferior” Africans. It is this view that dominated the pro-

slavery opposition to the growing abolitionist efforts throughout the century.

Suchracially biased viewpoints were continued in the 19th-century ideas of

Social Darwinism and the “white man’s burden,” which held that the powerful

nations and cultures were “superior” to those they dominated and should help

“improve”those “inferior” nations and cultures.

Unequal Development At the height of decolonization in the 1960s and

1970s, historian Walter Rodney tried to avoid the Hegelian trap of European

superiority by focusing on the economic argument. However, his explanation

of the unique development of commercial capitalism in Europe, as compared

to the subsistence economy of Africa, again showed a modernizing Europe

dominating an underdeveloped Africa.

MarketPowerBythe late 20th century, John Thorntonrepresented the growing

voiceofhistorians interested in the history of the developing world. Theytried

to lookat it outside the framework of an evil or benevolent Europe. Thornton

refuted Rodney’s portrayal ofAfricans as victims of European power. Instead,

Thornton emphasized the self-sufficiency of Africa prior to and during initial

trade with Europeans, the long history of African slave trade of prisoners of

war, and the African choice in escalating both of those already established
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trading networks. Thornton showedthat African leaders werenottricked into

trading their own people. Rather, they responded to market demands.

ImportanceofIdentity HeatherAndrea Williams,a leading scholarinAfrican

studies, added one morepoint to explan how Africans could participate in the

slave trade as muchasthey did. She argued that “these rulers did not think

of themselves as Africans or as black people; their identities instead derived

from being members ofa specific village or an ethnic group. Therefore, they

did notsustain a sense of unity with, or loyalty to, captives from other people.”

They were motivated by profit and access to new weapons, which increased

tension in Africa and allowed for the capture of moreprisoners who were then

sold into slavery,It was this that ultimately weakenedAfrica and allowedlater

imperialists to dominate the continentso easily, European domination was not

inevitable,

KEY TERMS BY THEME

Economics guilds Technology

Commercial Revolution Le Chapelier Law Jethro Tull

mercantilism mixed farming seeddrill

colonization enclosure movement mechanical hoe

Middle Passage yeoman farmers Joseph Foljambe

triangle trade internal tariffs thresher

plantations customsbarriers spinning jenny

Navigation Acts feudaltolls James Hargreaves

Joseph-Marie Jacquard externaltariff water frame

John Rolfe water meadows Richard Arkwright

privateers cottage industry system spinning mule

Dutch EastIndia proto-industrialization Samuel Crompton

Company Bankof England cotton gin

East India Company limited-liability Eli Whitney
human capital corporation steam engines

self-sustaining growth  
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the passage below.

“[T]he Manufacturer sends the poor Woman combed Wool, or carded Wool
every Weekto spin, and she gets eight Pence or nine Pence a day at home;
the Weaver sends for her twolittle Children, and they work by the Loom,
winding,filling quills . . . and the two bigger Girls spin at home with their
Mother, and these earn three Pence or four Pence a Dayeach: Sothatputit
together, the Family at Homegets as much as the Father gets Abroad, and
generally more . . . [T]he Family feels it, they all feel better, are cloth’d
warmer, and do not soeasily nor so often fall into Misery and Distress;...
and as they grow, they do not run away to be Footmen and Soldiers, Thieves
and Beggars . . . but have a Tradeat their Hands, and every one can gettheir
Bread.”

Daniel Defoe, “A Plan of the English Commerce,” 1728

1. Defoe’s plan is best understood as a response to which developments?

a) The cottage industry system that developed in Western Europe

b) The expansion of the market economyin rural areas

Cc) The Enlightenment debate over women's rights and education

d) The implementation of new technology in textile factories

2. The author’s point of view is most similar to

a) a mercantilist’s critique of capitalism

b) John Locke’s theory of natural rights

c) Adam Smith’s supportforfree trade

d) Mary Wollstonecraft's criticism of traditional genderroles

3. A historian could best use this source as evidence of which of the
following features of the early 18th century?

a) The emergenceof new class divisions betweencapital and labor

b) Theincreasein tariffs passed by Parliament

c) The improved standard ofliving brought about by new technology

d) The development of new upper-class attitudes toward the poor
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Questions 4—6 refer to the passage below.

“T was not long suffered to indulge mygrief; I was soon put down under the

decks, and there I received such a salutation in my nostrils as I had never

experienced in mylife; so that with the loathsomeness of the stench, and

crying together, I became so sick and low that I wasnotable to eat, nor had I

the least desire to taste any thing. I now wishedforthe last friend, Death, to

relieve me; but soon, to mygrief, two of the white men offered me eatables;

and, on myrefusing to eat, one of them held mefast by the hands, andlaid

meacross,I think, the windlass, and tied my feet, while the other flogged

meseverely. . . , In little time after, amongst the poor chained men,I found

some of my own nation, which in a small degree gave ease to my mind. I

inquired of them what wasto be done with us? They gave meto understand

we wereto be carried to these white people’s country to work for them.”

Olaudah Equiano, describing conditions on a slave ship, The Interesting

Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano; or, Gustavus Vassa, the African,

Written by Himself(1789)

4, The conditions on the slave ship described by Equiano were most

directly a result of which of the following developments?

a) The economic and geographicisolation of the African continent

b) The ideas of the Enlightenment and the ban on the slave trade

ec) African demand for New World products such as tobacco and sugar

d) European conquest and colonization of Africa and the Americas

§. The context in which this passage was written was most influenced by

a) Enlightenmentideas about natural rights

b) interest in African culture and history

c) socialist critiques of capitalism

d)liberal critiques of mercantilism

6. Which ofthe following contributed to reduced supportfor the practices

described in the excerpt?

a) Recognition by the British governmentofthe principle of

self-determination

b) New theories in biology that challenged racial inequality

c) An increase in the migration of Europeansto the Caribbean

d) A decline in the profitability of the sugar industry
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Questions 7-8 refer to the painting below.

 

Tn this etching based on a 1746 painting by Francois
Boucher, a French fashion merchantshowsarticles of

clothing to herclient.

Credit: Metropolitan Museum ofArt, Harris Brisbane Dick

Fund, 1953

7. The economicactivity reflected in this painting waslargely a result of

whichofthe following?

a) Enlightenment debates over women’s role in society

b) The exclusion of women workers from urban guilds

€) The passage of the Le Chapelier Law in France

d) The increased availability of products from overseas trade and

colonies

8. The paintingbest illustrates which ofthe following developmentsin

the 18th century?

a) Growing demand for consumer goods and services

b) The employment of women as domestic servants

c) The marketing of fashion to lower-class women

d) The emergence of cottage industry in rural areas
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

For many years the agricultural revolution in England was thought to have

occurred . . . due to a groupof heroic individuals. . . .” These men are seen

as having triumphed over a conservative mass of country bumpkins. They

are thought to have single-handedly, in a few years, transformed English

agriculture from a peasant subsistence economy to a thriving capitalist

agricultural system. .. . There is general agreementthattherole of the “Great

Men”as pioneers and innovators has been exaggerated.

MarkOverton,Agricultural Revolution in England,

published in 1996

a) Explain ONEpieceof evidence that supports Overton’s argument

regarding the Agricultural Revolution.

b) Explain ONEpiece of evidence that undermines Overton’s argument

regarding the Agricultural Revolution.

e) Explain ONE way in which the Agricultural Revolution affected the

English economy.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEsignificant continuity in commercial rivalries among

Europeanstates in Early Modern Europe (1648-1815).

b) Describe ONEsignificant change in commercial rivalries among

Europeanstates in Early Modern Europe (1648-1815).

c) Explain ONEsignificant effect of change in commercial rivalries

among Europeanstates in Early Modern Europe (1648-1815).

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the success of two European countries in establishing a

mercantilist empire.

2. Evaluate the extent to which slavery in the Americas influenced the

economies of Europe.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how the expansion of European

commerce accelerated the growth of a worldwide economic network in

Early Modern Europe.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: STRUCTURE THE ESSAY

Mostessays written for AP® exams follow the samebasic structure:

> Thefirst paragraph sets the context and ends with the thesis statement.

+ Each body paragraph starts with a topic sentencethat introduces the

mainidea of the paragraphand includes evidence to support the thesis.

° The last paragraph recaps the evidenceandrestates thethesis.

Foreach thesis statement, choose the best topic sentence that supportsit.

1. In its early stages, modern Europe developed a market economythat

provided the foundation forits global role.

a. Trade was freed from traditionalrestrictions, and wages and prices

became more market-driven.

b. Because workers had more geographic mobility, they were notastied.

to traditional family and community traditions.

2. European domination of the worldwide economic network had several

negative social consequences.

a. Products such as sugar, tea, tobacco, and rum were widely enjoyed by

Europeans.

b. Triangle trade among Europe, Africa, and the Americas caused the

slave trade to increase.

Foreach ofthe topic sentences below, choose the best supporting evidence.

3. The importation andtransplantation of agricultural products from the

Americas contributed to increases in food supply andtrade.

a. France’s growing climate was hospitable to crops from the Americas

suchas beans, peppers, corn, squash, tomatoes, and potatoes.

b. England’s plantations produced crops such asrice, tobacco, and sugar

that enriched a growing merchantclass.

4, England’s mercantilist policies provoked rebellion in its American

colonies.

a. The majority of profits from plantations flowed back acrossthe sea to

absentee owners in England.

b. The colonists, in many ways, enjoyed a higherstandard ofliving as a

result of their greater economic opportunities.
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